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Due to the growing, overwhelming demand on my time and request from so many people to chat with me

I've had to start charging... most of my time has to go towards research and development Fee structure is

$2.00 per minute with a 1.5 hour minimal booking, but if you are a member of our yahoo group and make

an effort to experiment with the frequencies and share your observational findings and collaborate with

other members, then the minute rate is $ 1.5 per minute. To qualify for the discount rate you must have

been a member for at least 30 days and have made a minimum of 4 posts, each of which (each of the

four) contained at least two full sized paragraphs detailing your observations of the effects of your own

frequency experimentation. These posts must have been made to the yahoo forum, sharing your

experiential findings with the group. To book a session, you may purchase a block of time via this link,

then send me an email to doc_starz@yahooand request your session. In your email describe which days

and times you would like. Normally late afternoons, evenings, late evenings, are fine. Please try to give

me at least one days advance notice. Weekends can often work for me, I work pretty much 7 days a

week. EXAMPLES OF SOME OF THE TOPICS YOU MAY WANT TO ADDRESS;

---------------------------------------------------------- 1.) Issues pertaining to your interest and use of frequencies

found via thesoundofstars.com 2.) Issues relating to the paranormal, parapsychology 3.) Astrology related

subjects 4.) Consciousness related subjects 5.) Alternative Health and Well Being 6.) Alternative

Technology and Science 7.) Meanings of dreams, visions, unusal experiences 8.) Prediction of individual

and group behaviours under stress 9.) Limited forecasting of events, actions, people, places, outcomes,

relationships (business, private). 10.) Finding and determining the map of your lifes path, insights into

what your heart really needs to be whole and healthy energetically, insights into how to navigate through

the time and space of your local reality to maximize your vitality and growth and minimize loss and

dissipation Note: For some odd reason, I seem to get sought out a lot by people who want my opinion on

a vast range of things and they 'hear through the grapevine' that my opinion is often very interesting,

helpful, certainly useful and often it seems to them entertaining... so where ever I seem to go... I get

frequently approached by people who want to ask me questions about all sorts of things and then ask my
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opinion... and then what I attempt to give it, what seems to happen at least half the time is that they

interupt me constantly and I end up having to listen to them carry on about what ever opinion it is that

they have on the subject for an hour or more and then at the end they realize (sometimes) what they have

done, they then apologize and ask me to continue and that they very much want to hear what I have to

say on the topic, since they've heard such wonderful things about my feedback. In the meantime, my time

has been consumed at my expense by someone who has sought me out for my opinion and then they

have proceeded to share information that they themselves did not feel was sufficent enough for their own

utility, with me... and I had not sought them out for their information. So here's the deal... Im not doing that

anymore, at all, for anyone. Im very happy to share my thoughts with you if you desire them, and you can

choose to ask and then listen or you can choose to ask me and then instead of listening you can talk...

you can feel free to; talk talk talk as much as you would like, and I will listen to you. I will listen to you very

attentively and authentically and if you do not run out of time in your session which you pay for, then I will

share with you what I can of my thoughts on the matter. Very best and most sincere regards Doc Stars
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